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Introduction

What is GenQuery?

GenQuery is a toolkit to produce web query interfaces for relational databases. It is designed to be 
robust, simple to administer and highly customisable. It forms a component of the NEBC Handlebar 
system and is used on the NEBC EnvBase catalogue.

If you have a relational database and know how to write SELECT queries, it is useful to have a way to 
run your favourite queries via a web interface and see the results in a browser table.  It is also useful 
to be able to modify the queries and run them again with different parameters, and to let other users 
who are not familiar with SQL do the same.  GenQuery makes this very easy.

History of the software

GenQuery is released as free open source software by the NERC Environmental Bioinformatics 
Centre based at CEH Oxford, UK.  GenQuery version 1 was written by A. Joseph Wood at the NEBC, 
based on a design by Lisa Pearce-Collins.  It was written in PHP and used internally by the centre. 
GenQuery 2 is a re-write in Perl, adding greater robustness, extensibility and many extra features.

How to get it

GenQuery is free to download.  See the project home page at 
http://nebc.nox.ac.uk/projects/genquery.html

End-user experience

GenQuery is probably best demonstrated by looking at the example interface running on our 
Handlebar test database at http://envgen.nox.ac.uk/cgi-bin/test_barcode/report_barcodes.cgi.  This 
allows you to query information on environmental samples logged into Handlebar.  The menu 
navigation, query forms and results are all handled by GenQuery, with custom templates used to 
integrate it into the Handlebar interface look-and-feel.

In brief, the user visits a website and is presented with a menu of categories, each of which may be 
expanded to reveal one or more queries.  The user selects a query and is prompted for parameters via 
a web form.  When the user hits 'Submit' the query is executed and a table of results comes back. 
Columns in the results may contain hyperlinks to external resources or to other GenQuery results. 
Any query can be bookmarked to be re-run later, or results can be downloaded in CSV format for 
loading into Excel etc.

The presentation and layout of the interface is highly configurable.  Extra HTML content  can be 
added to the forms and documentation specific to the database or individual queries may be included 
by the database administrator.

Requirements and Installation

Prerequisites

GenQuery is developed on Debian Linux 4.0 (Etch) running Apache 1.3 and querying against a 
PostgreSQL 7.4 database server.  It should work equally well with Apache 2 and newer versions of 
PosgreSQL.  MySQL is also supported.  In general, any Linux or UNIX system set up to serve CGI 
applications should work, and any database for which there is a Perl DBI driver could be queried, 
though this has not been tested.



Installing on Debian Etch

Note: This should also apply to Ubuntu and other Debian variants, but this is untested.

1. Set up APT to get packages from the Bio-linux repository - see 
http://nebc.nox.ac.uk/envgen/software/archives/000508.html.

2. apt-get install bio-linux-genquery

Installing on other systems

Obtain the .tar.gz file and look for the INSTALL file in the package.

Apart from the basic server setup, you will need the following Perl modules from CPAN.

● CGI and DBI + appropriate driver, eg. DBD::Pg

● Data::Dumper

● CGI::Application and CGI::Application::Plugin::Forward

● HTML::Template

● IO::String

● Config::Simple

● YAML (only if query cacheing is turned on)

● Text::CSV_XS (only needed for CSV export)

● String::Tokenizer

● CGI::Carp

● XML::Simple

● XML::Writer (only for XML output, which is still a work in progress)

Checking the installation

Once the installation is complete, point a browser at:

http://localhost/cgi-bin/genquery/gq.cgi

You should see a login prompt, and if you have a database set up you can log into it and run some 
example queries.  If this works, you can now start to customise GenQuery to your needs.



Preparing the database

GenQuery allows you to store your query templates either in the configuration file or directly in the 
database.  The latter method is especially useful if you want the database administrator to be able to 
modify queries without editing the web server configuration, and it also means that all your queries 
will be backed up along with the database content.  

For this to work, you need to add two tables to the database -  query_def and query_param.  The 
recommended way to create them is with the supplied make_tables.sql script; use a database 
administration program such as pgAdmin3 to run the script.  There is a third table, query_linkout, 
which is optional.

Configuration

The configuration file

The minimum set-up you will need to do is to edit the configuration file genquery_conf.xml.  This can 
be edited using a standard text editor such as nano or gedit.  There are instructions included as 
comments in the file.

Note: The configuration file must be a well-formed XML file.  Some older versions of the Perl XML 
parser will not validate the file correctly and you will get unexpected results if the file is not well-
formed XML.  Loading the file in Firefox is one way to check it.

Things you may want to do:

● Set up login parameters for the database.  The default configuration defines a single 
database connection on the local host and prompts the user for a username, password and 
database name.  In the most usual scenario, you will define a browse-only user on the 
database, set all the connection parameters in the configuration file and the user will never see 
the login form, but for other scenarios GenQuery is very flexible in allowing you to define 
how users log in.

To define your own database connection, add a db_connection element with appropriate db_name, 
db_type, db_host, db_user, db_pass, db_schema and db_port as required.  For each or these a prompt 
element may be given.  If there are no prompts, GenQuery will simply try to log in to the database 
with the given credentials.  If there are one or more prompts, the user will see a login form with the 
fields filled in from the values given in the configuration file.  (Note - password fields will always be 
blanked).  Within a prompt element you can define custom prompt_text, and an input_type which may 
be MENU, TEXT or PASS.  For a MENU you can give a series of option elements and the user will 
be limited to these choices.

If the user has given login credentials these are saved as cookies in order to maintain the user's 
session.  (Note - this means passwords will be saved within the browser, which is not hugely secure). 
Alternatively state can be maintained by passing CGI parameters.  The way that sessions are managed 
is controlled by the login_cookies element in the config file.

Finally, the keep_in_links element controls how permalinks are generated.  Passwords will never be 
added to links but you probably also want to suppress the db_user field.

● Add queries.  You can define queries within the configuration file.  See below

● Enable fetching of queries from the database.  If you have added the query_def and 
query_param tables to the database as suggested above, you need to direct GenQuery to look 
for them by adding query_defs and query_params elements to your database connection.

● Change security and caching features. See the comments in the file.  Query caching is 
supposed to speed up the system by avoiding unnecessary connections to the database.  See 
the section on tweaking performance below.



The CGI script

The bulk of the GenQuery code is found in the Perl modules, and there is a small Perl script, gq.cgi, 
which needs to be put in a location where Apache will execute it as CGI.  If you wish to use a 
configuration file other than /etc/genquery/genquery_conf.xml then you should edit the CGI script 
directly to change the file name in the line beginning “our $conf = ...”.  If you want to run two or 
more separate GenQuery instances then copy the gq.cgi file and edit your copy to point to your 
alternative configuration.  

Creating Queries
See the example queries defined in the sample configuration file.  Each query has a name and a 
category.  If you only have a few queries and dividing them into categories is overkill then you can 
put them all into one category and set this as the only_category in the configuration.

Queries in the configuration file

When you add a query to the system you are telling GenQuery 3 things:

1) How to display the query in the menu (ie category, query name and ordering)

2) What parameters will appear on the query form

3) What query is actually going to be run

Queries in the configuration file are defined hierarchically.  You add one or more query_category 
elements and under each a set query_definition elements.  Each definition has:

● an optional id attribute which determines the sorting order.

● a title shown in the menus

● a long_label shown when the query form is displayed

● a query_body which has the SQL SELECT statement to be executed

● an optional column_head element.  This is a semicolon-separated list of headings that will be 
used on the results table.  If this is empty, or there are more columns in the results than headings 
in the list, then GenQuery will take the column names from the database result-set.  These 
headings are also used to control link generation - see below.

● an optional icon_index is used for styling the look of the menus - see the template documentation 
below

● a hide element can be set to 'yes' to hide this query from the menus without having to delete the 
query from the configuration

● Zero or more query_param definitions.  Each of these will appear as a parameter on the query 
form, and can have the following fields:

○ id attribute: an integer

○ param_type: By default you will see a free text box for each parameter - see below for 
details of supported types.

○ param_name: If omitted the parameter will be named, eg. PARAM1, PARAM2 based on 
the id.

○ param_text: The user will see this text on the query form.

○ menu_query: For parameters where the user is going to see a list of options, an SQL 
query to be executed to obtain the list.  The query will be executed as-is and if it fails the 
user will see an error page.



○ alternatively, you can explicitly list a series of option elements instead of the query

○ suppress_all - if set the 'ALL' option will not appear in the menu and the user must select 
an option

Link-only queries

You can define a query with no query_body but a query_url instead.  This will result in a link to the 
query_url appearing in the menu.  It is useful when you want to have custom features or links to 
external pages or documentation but keep them within the GenQuery menu hierarchy.

Queries in the database

Looking at the three points under “queries in the configuration file” first and third of these are set in 
the query_def table, while the second is controlled by the query_param table.

The two tables take broadly the same information as the XML.  Each query has a category name, and 
GenQuery will collect up the queries into categories  You must give each query and each parameter an 
ID, then link each parameter to the query using the query_id field.

Saving query definitions into the database involves saving long strings into the query_body field, 
which can be fiddly.  The phpPgAdmin tool, available as a Debian package, is quite effective for this. 
A query_loader.perl script is in development to aid administration, so you can for example edit your 
query in the file query10.sql and then say:

perl query_loader.perl load 10 query10.sql | psql d mydb f 

This tool will be enhanced in future releases.

Writing query templates - a simple example

To round up the above, consider a database with the following table containing information about 
some people:

table people ( name text, age integer, hair_colour text )

A query you might want to run is:

SELECT name, age, hair_colour 
FROM people
WHERE age > 20

You could create a query with the above as the query_body. When the user selected it, the query 
would be run and they would see the results in table form.  Now you want the user to be able to select 
the cut-off for the age, so the query becomes:

SELECT name, age, hair_colour 
FROM people
WHERE age > $AGE::int

GenQuery will substitute $AGE for a parameter the user supplies.  Note that all parameters will 
be quoted as strings, so here you need to get the database to do the conversion to an integer by 
adding the ::int cast.  Now you need to add a parameter definition so that the user will be 
prompted to enter an age.

<query_param>
            <param_name>AGE</param_name>
            <param_type>TEXT</param_type>



                      <param_text>Minimum age to return</param_text>          
</query_param>

If the user types 20 into the box on the form, GenQuery will substitute $MINAGE for '20' before 
running the query.

If you wanted to select users by hair colour, you could define a second parameter named, e.g. 
'HAIRCOL'.  In this case you might only have a few different hair colours in the database, so you 
could set the param_type to 'MENU' and give the following menu_query:

SELECT DISTINCT hair_colour FROM people;

The user would see a drop-down list of all the hair colours.  They would also see the default option 
'ALL' but a little more effort is required to make this behave as expected...

Parameter substitution and optional includes

When you use a $PARAM placeholder in a query the parameter given by the user will be quoted as an 
SQL string and pasted into the query.  If the user makes no selection for a given field or leaves a text 
box empty GenQuery will instead substitute the string 'ALL'.  This is generally not useful.  Where no 
value was set, you probably want to ignore that part of the WHERE clause entirely (i.e. select 
everything).  To chop out parts of the query you can use the following construct:

$?PARAM{{ cut me out }}

and the text between the brackets will only be included if $PARAM has been set.  

Example (based on the previous query)

SELECT name, age, hair_colour 
FROM people
$?AGE{{ WHERE age > $AGE::int }}

Now if the user does not give an age, all the people will be returned.  If there are more parameters a 
little trick is needed:

SELECT name, age, hair_colour 
FROM people
WHERE true
$?AGE{{ AND age > $AGE::int }}
$?HAIRCOL{{ AND hair_colour = $HAIRCOL }}

This ensures the query is valid in all cases, with exactly one WHERE keyword.

Notes on SQL query templates

1) Substitutions and optional includes are not processed within a quoted string - ie. “$FOO” and 
'$BAR{{ ... }}' are kept as-is.

2) All $PARAMs will be string quoted.  If you are dealing with numbers or dates you will need to 
get the database to do the conversion - eg.

 $PARAM::int4 in PostgreSQL.

3) Similarly, if you try to say foo LIKE('$PARAM%') in order to do a partial match you will 
not get what you want.  Use the string concatenation operator to construct the pattern: 
foo LIKE($PARAM || '%') in PostgreSQL.



4) You can nest optional includes to get an AND effect : 

$?PARAM1{{ $?PARAM2{{ foo < $PARAM2 and foo > $PARAM1 }} }}

5) You can use the variant $!PARAM{{ }} to get an optional include only if the parameter is 
not set.

3) You should put space after the {{ and before the }} to ensure the query is parsed correctly.

Other parameter types

The above examples showed a param_type of TEXT and MENU.  There are other types available.

TEXT - a regular text box

BIGTEXT and HUGETEXT - as advertised

MENU - GenQuery will either show a set of radio buttons or dropdown control, depending on how 
many items are in the list.  The default cut-off is 4.

DROPDOWN - a dropdown/combobox

RADIO - a set of radio buttons

MULTI - a set of check-boxes.  The user can select zero or more of these.  E.g. if the user selects 'foo' 
and 'bar' then when $PARAM is used in the SQL it will expand to 'foo','bar'.  This makes it 
suitable for use in a clause like WHERE hair_colour IN ($PARAM1).  If nothing is selected, 
the place-holder will expand to 'ALL' and an {{optional inclusion}} construct should be 
used as above.

YESNO - you get a yes/no pair of radio buttons which you can use to control an optional inclusion. 
(The result of using $PARAM will actually evaluate to 'yes' or else the empty string '')

Tip:

If you want a YESNO effect but want a single check box instead of the radio buttons, give the type as 
MULTI and set the query to select ' ' and that should do it.

LMENU, LDROPDOWN, LRADIO, LMULTI - variants of the above where the values shown to the 
user are labels, and some underlying value is actually passed to the query.  For example, if your 
menu_query is SELECT userid, surname FROM users ORDER BY surname then the 
user will see a list of names, but $PARAM will be the matching user ID.  Also see the note below.

DATE - a text box supplemented with a convenient JavaScript date picker

Notes on menu_query processing

The SQL command found in this column will be executed and the results compiled into a list in row-
first order.  In general you will just want to return a single column list, but it is also possible to say 
SELECT 'foo','bar','baz' to quote a literal list.  In the XML format this can also be done 
with <option> elements.

For LMENU and friends, the odd items will become the items and the even items the visible labels. 
Generally you will use a query that returns two columns and this will work as expected, but other 
queries will work and probably give you unexpected results.

If the SQL statement fails and the server returns an error the user will see an error page and be unable 
to use the query.



Advanced query definition

Putting links in the output table

In many cases you may want to see more than just plain text in the output table.  For example the 
Handlebar search uses hyperlinks to drill down through the data and link out to external pages.  If you 
try to return HTML tags as part of your result set you will see that GenQuery uses character escaping 
and the tags just appear as literal text on the page - you need to explicitly make links, and GenQuery 
supports two types for external and internal linking.

Basic external linking

Here you specify a label and a hyperlink to be associated with that label.  The first thing to do is 
construct the query so that two columns are produced - the first is a simply a label and the second is a 
URL.  You need to either have the URLs stored in the database or use SQL syntax to construct the 
URL - for example:

SELECT username, 'http://myspace.com/' || username FROM people

So if there is a user named 'bob' the second column in the results will be 'http://myspace.com/bob' 
which is hopefully Bob's MySpace page.

Once you have the query working, you can combine the two columns into a hyperlink by setting the 
name of the second column to the special value “<linknoterms” in the column_head field - so for the 
above column_head would be “User Name;<linknoterms”.  The single angle bracket is a hint that the 
preceding column is being modified.  You will now see just one results column but each label will be 
hyperlinked to the URL from the second column.

You can also use “<linkwithterms”.  This form causes the original search terms to be bolted onto the 
end of the URL.  This feature was added to support a site (EnvBase) where the user searches a 
document index, then selects a document to view and the original search terms are highlighted in the 
document.  It requires a custom document viewer, able to process the extra terms, but once this is set 
up the highlighting feature will “just work” when new queries are set up on the database.  You may 
find other uses for this feature.

Pivot linking

The above deals with external links.  The second form of linking is where you want to link internally 
within GenQuery.  For example, you may have a query named “Show People” which returns the 
columns “Name, Address, Car Registration” and a second query, “Show Cars” which returns the 
columns “Car Registration, Make, Model”.  The query takes a parameter $CARREG which the user 
can select from a drop-down list.  You want the last column of the first query to be hyperlinked so that 
the user can click on the registration and go straight to the details of the make and model without 
having to manually fill in the query form.

The basic principle is as above - you add a special extra column after the car registration and this time 
instead of putting a URL into this column you put the name of the query you want to call.  You then 
set the column name to “<pivotquery”.  GenQuery will construct an internal link to that query for you 
and add the link to the label as before. Ie:

SELECT name, address, carreg, 'Show Cars'

FROM people

Then set column_head to “Name;Address;Car Registration;<pivotquery”.  Everything in the third 
column will now appear as a link to show information on that car registration.

The above example works because the column name “carreg” matches the parameter name in the 
target query (case is ignored).  If your column name in the database does not match the parameter 



name you simply use the form “SELECT foo AS carreg, ...”.  Also there is no need for the 
hyperlinked column to be what links the queries - in the above example the “Show Cars” query will 
be run with the values of $NAME, $ADDRESS and $CARREG set, so all of these can be used within 
the SQL template even if they are not defined as parameters to appear on the query form. 
Furthermore, you can even hide the linking column entirely from the result table and have something 
like:

SELECT name, address, registration as carreg, 

       'details of car', 'Show Cars'

FROM people

column_head is “Name;Address;<hide;More;<pivotquery”

Now the user will not see the car registration but will get a link labelled “details of car” in every row 
and will be able to click through as before.  As you will have gathered, all this is getting rather 
complicated! The best approach is probably to look at the examples found in Handlebar, which uses 
all of these features, and to make liberal use of the debug mode when constructing your own 
interlinked queries - see below.

Note: The “<hide” label can be used to hide any column.  Despite the misleading angle bracket the 
previous column is unaffected.

Debugging a query

When you have a complex query with many parameters, links, hidden columns and pivot links it is 
easy to lose track of the configuration and get a query that does not do what you want.  If you are 
using the default HTML templates and debugging is enabled you will see a link along with the query 
results to 'Run this query in debug mode'.  You can also manually add “;debug=1” to the end of the 
permalink.

This mode will show you all the original query template and the query as it was sent to the database. 
The hidden columns and internal column names will also be shown.  Hopefully this makes it clearer 
why you are seeing whatever results you see in the regular view.

Unquoted values

You can use the construct $_PARAM to bypass the quoting rules and insert the parameter as-is.  This 
allows you to make a 'write your own query' query.  Give the user a single parameter with a 
BIGTEXT or HUGETEXT box to type in and set the query_text to simply $_PARAM.  Whatever the 
user types will be passed to the database directly.  This also enables you to say something like:

SELECT name FROM $_TABLE

where the user is able to select $TABLE from a list.  Beware! Any time you use $_PARAM you are 
giving the user the ability to inject any SQL command into the database.  Avoid this unless you are 
sure your SQL privileges are set up correctly.  For public sites you should take this precaution 
routinely in any case.

Making linkouts

This feature is still experimental and is mainly undocumented.  The rationale is that if you run a query 
that returns several records you may then have a CGI script which is able to take all those records and 
do something with them.  For example, if a column in your results is “GenBank accession” and the 
user gets 20 hits on your database, he may want to download all the matching sequences in one 
FASTA file.  This can be done by defining a linkout, but it also needs some further CGI “glue” to 
process the link so it is only really of interest to programmers.   See the notes under miscellany or the 
comments in the code.



The HTML templates

Basics

GenQuery tries to separate the HTML content from the Perl code libraries by use of HTML templates. 
The separation is not perfect but it does allow for extensive re-styling of the whole GenQuery 
interface without touching the core code.  It is even possible to decide if the query form, results and 
menu should be shown together or separately and how the menus are laid out and navigated.  More 
typically, you can add your own logos and stylesheets to the pages and control what the user sees in 
the event of an error.

Customising the templates

There are seven template files under /etc/genquery/templates:

1. login.template.html

2. menu.template.html 

3. query.template.html

4. results.template.html

5. debug.template.html

6. error.template.html

7. date_picker.tmpl

Of these, the one of most interest is 4.  In the templates provided with the distribution, the menu and 
query templates (2 and 3) just contain one line to call the results template, so exactly the same 
template layout is used at all stages.  If you want these pages to look different you can create three 
different templates here - for example in the NEBC EnvBase site the results display on a page without 
our normal side menus to allow more room for the table.

If you open the results.template.html page in an HTML editor you will see a standard HTML page 
with extra placeholder tags like <TMPL_INCLUDE ...> <TMPL_IF ...>.  Simply modify the page to 
match your desired layout, leaving the placeholder tags in place.  Most of these tags should be self-
explanatory and refer to labels, titles, links etc, but others are used to embed state information or 
control visibility of page elements.  There are comments in the file to guide you.  See also the 
documentation for HTML::Template and the list of valid tags below (Appendix A).

If you are running GenQuery without a login page - ie. all the database connection parameters are set 
in the configuration file - the end users will probably never see the other templates.  However, it may 
still be worth modifying the login page as this is what the user will see if connection to the database 
fails for some reason.  Likewise, the default error page (6) will try to show as much information as 
possible to diagnose the problem, but you may prefer users to see a simple “Sorry, something went 
wrong” message.  You can also modify the gq.cgi script to install your own custom error hook and 
bypass the template.

The debug template (5) is similar to the results template but contains placeholders suitable for 
showing all the debugging messages like the original query, parsed query, server messages etc.  Your 
end-users will probably never see this page.  The date picker template (7) is used to pull in the 
JavaScript date picker widget only if it is actually used on the page.

Troubleshooting and performance optimisation
...any FAQs to go here...



Running under mod_perl

GenQuery should work under mod_perl as well as CGI.  It has been written and checked according to 
the mod_perl guidelines and the use of CGI::Application avoids many typical mod_perl pitfalls.  In 
this mode the code, and the Perl interpreter, only needs to be initialised once, so it is potentially much 
faster under load.

To tell Apache to run GenQuery under mod_perl you need to move the gq.cgi script to another 
directory and add some directives to httpd.conf so that scripts in this directory are run under 
mod_perl.  See the manpage for Apache::Registry.

Caching

Database connections:

If you are using mod_perl, you can enable database connection caching very easily with 
Apache::DBI.  See the manpacge for Apache::DBI.  This should speed up the interface a little.

Templates: 

Templates will be cached in memory if GenQuery detects that mod_perl is in use.  The files will be 
checked each time to see if they have been modified.

Queries:

The list of queries and categories can be persisted in the CGI session state by setting cache_queries in 
the configuration file.  This saves fetching them from the database repeatedly as the user navigates the 
menus, but is probably of limited value compared to the above.



Appendix A: Template parameters

The following parameters are available in the templates.  The user may also set custom parameters 
within the <template_vars> section of the configuration file.  The sample configuration sets 
SITE_TITLE and SITE_BANNER.

Global:

GENQUERY_VERSION - To be implemented.

Login template:

LOGIN_FAILURE_REASON - If a login was attempted and failed, the error message from the last 
connection attempt.

The following need to be incorporated into the login form, unless the template is purely to serve as an 
error page and there are no prompts to show.

LOGIN_FIELDS (loop) ->

LOGIN_FIELD_LABEL - Short label (prompt_text)

LOGIN_FIELD_INPUT - An HTML form element for user input

LOGIN_FIELD_NOTES - Longer notes (prompt_longtext)

SAVED_STATE - a set of hidden fields which need to be incorporated within the form.  (Note - this 
should really be made consistent with the query form, where this field would be replaced by 
'LOGIN_SUBMIT' to generate both the state and the button)

Menu/Query/Results templates - Menu stuff:

SHOWING_TOP_MENU (bool) - True if the main menu is being shown, rather than a category menu

MENU_TITLE - If a category menu is open, the name of the category

The following items should be used to construct the menu structure.  You can show either just the 
current menu level (list of categories or queries within a selected category) or both the main menu and 
the selected category expanded.  See the example templates.

MENU_AND_CONNECTION_STATE - This needs to go in the form to maintain state.

CURRENT_MENUS (loop) - Use this if you just want to show one level of menus.

MENU_ITEM_NAME - The name of the query or category

MENU_ITEM_SUBMIT - GQ will insert a suitable submit button labelled 'Go'.  You can 
turn it into a graphic using the CSS hack.

PARENT_MENUS (loop) - Use this for the tree-view effect.

MENU_ITEM_NAME - as above - name of the category

MENU_ITEM_SUBMIT

CHILD_MENUS (subloop) - For the selected item (or potentially items, in a future version), 
shows the available queries.  

MENU_ITEM_NAME

MENU_ITEM_SUBMIT

Query stuff:



SHOWING_QUERY (bool) - A query form is being shown - ie the user selected a query or is viewing 
the results of a query.

QUERY_PARAM_COUNT - Number of parameters.  Can also be used as a boolean to see if there are 
any parameters at all.

QUERY_TITLE - Short title

QUERY_LABEL - Long label

QUERY_PARAMS (loop)

QUERY_PARAM_LABEL - a label

QUERY_PARAM_CONTROL - appropriate HTML form element or collection of elements 
wrapped in a <span>

QUERY_FORM_SUBMIT - The submit button, which also carries with it the necessary hidden 
fields. 

Results stuff:

SHOWING_RESULTS (bool) - A result table is in view

ROWS_RETURNED - Number of rows in the results (this is capped at <display_max_rows> in the 
config file, or else the defult of 2000).  Use as a boolean to see if the result set was empty.

To build the table of results, the rows come back enclosed <th> tags, but the rest of the table tags need 
to be in the template.

RESULTS_TABLE_HEADER - The table headings delimited by <th></th> tags.

RESULTS_TABLE_ROW (loop) - One for each row of results

ROW_NUMBER - Row number starting at 1

ROW_DATA - The data delimited by <td></td> tags.

PERMALINK - A handy link you may bookmark to repeat this query with these parameters

DOWNLOADLINK - Link to download the data, by default in CSV format.  (note that the download 
is not limited by <display_max_rows>)

DEBUGLINK - Re-run in debug mode, which helps you get a grip on SQL errors, parameter 
substitution, column headers and special columns.

Error template:

If you make a mistake in your SQL or there is a permissions error or something, the error template 
makes your SQL gaffes look pretty and should help you diagnose the fault.

PERL_ERROR - The error returned to Perl from the last 'die' statement.

LAST_DBI_ERROR - The last error condition from a DBI call.  This is not meaningful if the code 
fails for some other reason - some database errors at the initialisation stage are legitimately ignored, 
and if you enable connection pooling you could see all sorts of old errors.

LAST_SQL_COMMAND - The last SQL command run.  As with the previous variable, only 
meaningful if the error was actually in the SQL.



Appendix B : Table definitions

query_def

Column Type Not Null Default Comment

query_id integer NOT NULL
Identifies the query.  Queries will be shown in order of 
the IDs

title character varying(80) Name of this query - appears in menu

category character varying(80) Give a category name - queries are grouped into menus 
by category

long_label text Heading or instructions that comes up when you select 
the query

hide boolean
not 
hidden

Set to true to have the query hidden from the default 
menu

icon_index int 1 or 2 Icon to use – default will be 1 for a query and 2 for a 
link

column_head text
from 
query

Semicolon separated list of column headers.  If this is 
not included headings will be taken from the query 
column headings

query_body text The actual query in SQL - see below

query_url text Alternative to query string.  Give a URL to jump to - 
see below also

query_param

Column Type Not Null Default Comment

query_id integer NOT NULL Needs to match query_def

param_no integer NOT NULL Controls ordering and naming

param_type character varying(32) TEXT/MENU/etc - see below

param_name character varying(32) PARAMn Name for paremeter (without $ 
prefix)

param_text character varying(200) Label to use on form

menu_query text query to run to get the dropdown list 
contents if param_type requires it

suppress_all boolean don't show an ALL option

The new query_linkout table:

CREATE TABLE genquery.query_linkout

(

  query_id int4 NOT NULL, -- ID of query this linkout applies to

  url text NOT NULL, -- The base URL

  label text, -- A label to appear in the HTML

  name varchar(20) NOT NULL, -- The name to be used in the template param



  key_column varchar(20) NOT NULL, -- The internal name of the column to use in this linkout

  pack bool DEFAULT false NOT NULL,      -- Should GenQuery::Util::ParamPacker be used?

  CONSTRAINT pk_query_linkout PRIMARY KEY (query_id, name)

) 

WITHOUT OIDS;

Appendix C: Miscellany

Features not yet implemented

Web-services access:
The next version of GenQuery will have a feature to retrieve all query data via SOAP web services. 
This is not yet implemented, but it is possible to do basic automated retrieval by using the CSV export 
mechanism with suitable URL parameters.  The resulting CSV file can be processed using 
Text::CSV_XS for Perl or similar libraries.

Inserting images:

This feature - the ability to have images appearing in the returned table - has been requested but is not 
yet implemented.

Paging the results:

Currently GenQuery shows all the results returned, up to 2000 rows (by default).  The full result set 
can be downloaded as CSV but no more results can be displayed.  Paging is due to be added in a 
future release.

Multiple categories open:

I'd like to be able to expand and collapse categories in the menu, rather than just being able to open 
one at a time.  The templates support this, but the code would need revising quite a bit.

Better tools to help configuration

Maybe a configuration editor.  Definitely a tool to edit query templates in the database, or at least to 
import them from XML into SQL and vice versa.
Better data exporting
Eg, in XML format.  This is tied in with serializing data for the web services mode.  Excel export 
could also be added, though CSV is probably more sensible for this.
Comprehensive source code documentation
Add POD so that other people can get to grips with the code or make use of it in their own Perl 
scripts.  The code is pretty modular so there could be a command-line, curses or TK interface like in 
Pierre.

Known bugs

The character set handling is not correct and needs thorough testing and fixing.  You can have 
different character sets in the database and browser.  Ideally all data should come out of the database 
in UTF-8, be converted as necessary within Perl to whatever the browser wants and sent out.  All data 
coming back from the input forms should be converted to UTF-8 and sent to the database like that.

Unfortunately it's not that simple, or I'm making it hard for myself.  Currently the conversion is a bit 
of a mess and even if both database and browser are using UTF-8 I think I'm still losing various 
special characters.  Also the encodings under mod_perl seem to be stuffed and I've have to hack it a 



bit to fix input and output.  Once I have it nailed for PostgreSQL I need to check MySQL and maybe 
others.  Ideas on a postcard please!

The code contains 4 FIXMEs and 25 TODOs which all need looking at.  The CSV renderer should be 
in its own class.

The caching of queries using YAML seems to achieve very little, especially with database connection 
pooling available.  Perhaps it should be removed?

If you run a query in PostgreSQL that returns several thousand rows you'll get the whole result set 
loaded into memory even though only the first 2000 rows are going to be shown.  This is particularly 
bad if the server is a remote machine and the data needs to go over the network.  Unfortunately it's a 
limitation of the DBD::Pg driver which does not support cursors properly, but should be fixed once I 
get paging support done.

Multiple database thoughts

GenQuery can be used to view data from multiple databases within a single interface.  This 
functionality is implemented but not very well tested, and not robust if a single connection fails.

In the configuration XML, define 1 or more data sources each with an internal ID.  If query_defs and 
query_params are defined for that source they will be loaded and merged with those in the XML.

When defining queries in the XML, link them to a data source.  Any queries without an ID attribute 
default to 0.

All parameter lists come from the same database as the query.  There is no cross-database querying 
(which would need OGSA-DQP or JET or something like that) but you can obviously use the pivot 
feature to link between queries whatever database they run on.

There are parameters you can add to the template as labels to tell the user which database their query 
is running over.
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